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Maladaptive task-unrelated
thoughts: Self-control failure or
avoidant behavior? Preliminary
evidence from an experience
sampling study
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1Emotion Cognition Lab, SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Katowice, Poland, 2Insitute
of Psychology, SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Warsaw, Poland

Introduction: Task-unrelated thoughts (TUT) play an important role in everyday
life functioning (e.g., anticipating the future, or providing amental break). However,
TUT might also be maladaptive, impairing cognitive performance emotion
regulation, and increasing the risk of psychological disorders. In the present study,
we aimed to test how self-reported control over TUT and task valence moderate
the link between task di�culty and TUT intensity, testing the context regulation
and avoidant alternative hypotheses of TUT occurrence.

Method: Forty-nine participants took part in an experience sampling study. They
were asked to answer five times a day for 5 days a series of questions assessing
the intensity, valence, control over TUT, and their momentary a�ect along with
characteristics of the task they were currently performing. They also filled in trait
questionnaires assessing their tendency to daydream, ruminate, and their beliefs
on emotions’ usefulness and controllability.

Results: The results showed that both task di�culty and one’s lower control
over thoughts along with their interaction significantly increased TUT intensity.
Task negative valence significantly predicted TUT intensity and moderated the link
between task di�culty and TUT intensity. In addition, the tendency to daydream
and beliefs in the controllability of negative emotions a�ect the relations in this
model.

Discussion: To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to provide
quantitative evidence from an experience sampling study on the role of the
valence of currently performed tasks and beliefs on emotions on TUT intensity.
It might be an important indication for research and clinical practice that
maladaptive TUT might not be only linked to self-control failure but also to
emotion regulation strategies one is using.
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Introduction

Task-unrelated thoughts (TUT), defined as an engagement in mentation that occurs

unintentionally and is unrelated to one’s current activity and surroundings (1), are

considered a default mental activity occurring on a daily basis (2). Some studies suggest

that off-task thinking might take more than one-third of our waking activity (3, 4). TUT

play numerous adaptive functions, from planning and anticipating the future and enhancing

goal progress to providing a break from difficult or boring activities to increasing creativity

by letting our mind move freely to new directions (5–8). However, other studies suggest
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that task-unrelated thoughts, under certain circumstances, might

also be maladaptive and not only lower current task performance

[for a review, refer to: (7)] but also impair emotion regulation and

increase the risk of psychological disorders (9–11).

The literature suggests several hypotheses to explain these

potential maladaptive outcomes of TUT, for example, the context

regulation theory (2) and the avoidant alternative hypothesis

(12). The context regulation theory (2) suggests that adaptive

TUT occur when an individual performs a task not requiring

a full engagement of cognitive resources. However, when

the task becomes cognitively demanding, one should recruit

executive resources to stop off-task thinking and focus on the

ongoing activity. Thus, the adaptive feature of TUT would

depend on the interaction between contextual factors (task

difficulty) and personal disposition (executive resources), thus,

TUT occurrence during a demanding task can manifest executive

resources failure.

However, the literature suggests that the TUT occurrence

during difficult tasks might depend not only on self-control

resources but also on TUT function (12). TUT can be also an

avoidant alternative for a difficult or distressing task. In this case,

TUT occurrence during a difficult and cognitively demanding task

might not (or not only) depend on the self-control resources

but also on the emotion regulation strategy one is using (i.e.,

escaping from a distressing task into daydreaming). Thus, we

can hypothesize that TUT intensity would be higher when one is

performing a difficult, negatively valence task compared to the task

of positive or neutral valence.

Although the involvement of executive resources in TUT

is relatively well described in empirical studies, particularly

those conducted in laboratory settings [e.g., (2, 13, 14)], the

TUT as an avoidance mechanism remains described only in

theoretical models and few qualitative studies [e.g., (12, 15)].

The present experience sampling study’s aim was 2-fold. First,

we tested the role of subjective control over one’s TUT in the

link between task difficulty and TUT level during participants’

everyday activities testing the context regulation theory (2). Second,

we examined the role of task valence in the link between

task difficulty and TUT level testing the avoidant alternative

hypothesis (12).

Role of executive resources and thoughts
control in TUT

Several laboratory and experience sampling studies showed

that executive functions might be involved in the maintenance

of unintentional task-unrelated thoughts often impairing one’s

performance in the current task [e.g., (1, 16–18)]. In line with

the context regulation theory, Kane and McVay (2) suggested

that cognitive abilities might interact with the situational context

(e.g., task characteristics) to determine the adaptive feature of

TUT. Rummel and Boywitt (14) brought up evidence through

a laboratory study that working memory capacity enables

participants to adjust their TUT level to situational demands.

Moreover, the link between executive functions and task-unrelated

thoughts might also depend on the ongoing task difficulty.

The relation between executive resources and TUT intensity is

positive when the task is not demanding, and negative when

it requires cognitive resources—in this case, executive functions

help to adjust TUT intensity to situational demands. In a recent

study, Marcusson-Clavertz et al. (19) showed that executive

functions measured in the laboratory predict the TUT intensity

in experience sampling measures—better updating leads to a

decrease in TUT when one is trying to focus on the task in

everyday life.

Surprisingly, Barrington et al. (20) remark that some studies

showed that mind-wandering (MW) can also increase with task

difficulty. One possible explanation might be that the relationship

between task difficulty and TUT level can take the form of a U-

shape, and the TUT level is relatively high when the ongoing

task is easy and decreases with the task difficulty but only to a

certain point when the task becomes too difficult and TUT starts

to increase again due to the cognitive overload (21). However,

Barrington et al. (20) found, in a set of two laboratory studies, that

the relationship between task difficulty and TUT intensity might

not depend only on objective executive resources efficiency but also

on subjective evaluation of the task (e.g., a subjective difficulty or

motivational factors).

Avoidance role of task-unrelated thoughts

The involvement of motivational factors in the level of TUT

during difficult tasks seems to be congruent with another line

of research on TUT maladaptive outcomes, suggesting that TUT

might be an emotion regulation strategy based on avoidance.

In a qualitative study, Somer (12) showed that one of the

main functions of TUT might be avoiding emotionally difficult

or distressing experiences. When the task is distressing, TUT

might be used as a form of experiential avoidance, and thus,

its level might increase even if the ongoing task is demanding

(12). The hypothesis of TUT as an avoidant alternative to a

distressing task seems to be endorsed by both theory and empirical

evidence linking TUT to affect. First, the theoretical support of

the TUT avoidance function comes from the theory of repetitive

negative thinking. Although there is still no consensus whether

adaptive mind-wandering or daydreaming and rumination might

be two opposite end points on the continuum of task-unrelated

thoughts [see: (22, 23)], repetitive negative thinking is often

considered a “sticky form” of off-task thinking (24). This similarity

is particularly visible in light of the goal theory of current

concerns (25), which suggest that in a situation when goal

progress is not available through operant behavior, the goal

striving will occur as a purely cognitive response (i.e., mind-

wandering or daydreaming about that goal/concern). A diary

study of daydreaming by van Rijn et al. (26) showed that

daydreaming seems to incorporate one’s current concerns from

the 2 previous days. In line, Martin and Tesser (27) in their

control theory of rumination suggest that this kind of cognition

will be triggered by actual-ideal self-discrepancy resulting from

an unresolved personally relevant goal. Second, in the field of

repetitive negative thinking theory, Thomas Borkovec developed

the avoidance theory of worry (28) suggesting that paradoxically
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worrying might serve as a cognitive avoidance response to

perceived threats. In one of the rare experimental studies, Giorgio

et al. (29) tested experimentally the hypothesis of rumination

as avoidant behavior but without conclusive results. They found

that trait rumination is linked to self-reported avoidant behavior,

but those results were not replicated in the laboratory avoidance

task (29).

Moreover, previous studies suggested that negative affect might

trigger TUT [e.g., (30)]. Kane et al. (31) showed also that

anxious individuals characterized by avoidant behavior tend to

have a higher level of mind-wandering. Apart from a qualitative

study by Somer (12) showing that MW is associated with

anxious avoidance and that this behavior might be maintained

by negative reinforcement—a mechanism classical for anxiety

disorders—a recent experience sampling study (32) showed that

participants under chronic stress reported more MW. In addition,

they found that those participants also tended to reject their

current experience more. Those results seem to be particularly

interesting in the context of TUT as experiential avoidance,

suggesting also that the willingness to accept negative emotion

or one’s beliefs on how helpful or controllable negative emotions

are (33) might play a role in a potential avoidance function

of TUT.

However, in spite of a relatively strong theoretical background,

the avoidance role of task-unrelated thoughts is very rarely

experimentally tested—one of the main reasons might be the

lack of a direct and valid measure of avoidance. On the one

hand, self-reported measures of avoidance are available [e.g., (34)];

nevertheless, it seems that most people struggle to identify this

function of their cognition; thus, self-reported measures are subject

to biases. On the other hand, many studies measure avoidance

in laboratory conditions [e.g., using an approach–avoidance task;

for a review, refer to (35)]; however, these kinds of measures

are often not ecologically valid and seem to be not applicable to

measure TUT function. Thus, in the context of TUT appearing

in participants’ daily life, the first step to explore the potential

role of avoidance in TUT occurrence seems to be testing whether

task difficulty, but also task valence, might be linked to TUT

occurrence. If TUT plays an avoidance function, it should occur

not only during an easy task, but its level should be higher also

when the task has a negative valence, compared to the task with

positive valence.

Aim of the present study

In the present study, we aimed to test how self-reported

control over TUT and task valence moderate the link between

task difficulty and TUT intensity in participants’ everyday lives,

testing both the context regulation and avoidant alternative

hypothesis of TUT occurrence. In addition, we checked whether

trait measures—general tendency to daydream, ruminate, and

beliefs about negative emotion—can affect those relations. An

important strength of the present study was to test all the

variables using the ecological momentary assessment (EMA).

The use of ESM is especially relevant when studying changes

in affect and thought content, as both of these phenomena

change dynamically throughout the day and can be more prone

to misrepresentation when probed with retrospective methods

than with repeated measurements in an ecological environment

(36, 37).

Methods and materials

Participants

Seventy-two volunteers from a community sample took part

in the study on day 1 by filling in the online trait questionnaires.

Sixty-two participants agreed, at the end of the questionnaire part,

to follow up with the experience sampling part of the study and

installed the MovisensXS application (38) on their mobile phones.

The participants with compliance rates lower than 30% in the

EMA part of the study were excluded from the analyses. The use

of this criterion is popular in EMA studies (39), as participants’

compliance under 30% is considered poor (40, 41) and potentially

unreliable (42, 43). This resulted in the final sample consisting of 49

participants (mean age = 30.73, SD = 5.82, 38.8% women). Those

49 participants provided 862 momentary assessments with a mean

compliance rate of 70.04%, which can be considered an acceptable

compliance rate for short, 4–6 days, experience-sampling studies

according to recent recommendations (44).

Materials

Trait measures
Mind-wandering

Trait MW was evaluated through Daydreaming Frequency

Scale [DDFS; (45–47)]. This 12-item self-reported questionnaire

assesses the general frequency of stimulus-independent and task-

unrelated thoughts. We used the Polish version of DDFS (48),

which has excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 0.92) and

good criterion validity. Cronbach’s α in the present study was 0.93.

Repetitive negative thinking

Trait RNT was evaluated through the transdiagnostic

Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire [PTQ; (49)]. This

15-item questionnaire assesses the main features of RNT

(unproductiveness, repetitive features, and mental capacity

captured by RNT) from a transdiagnostic disorder-independent

perspective. The internal validity of the RNT score was satisfying

with Cronbach’s α of 0.92.

Beliefs on emotion

Beliefs on emotion were assessed through the Emotion

Beliefs Questionnaire (50). The questionnaire assesses general

beliefs on emotions along with the usefulness and controllability

subdimension for both positive and negative emotions. It is worth

noting that higher scores on the usefulness subscale mean stronger

beliefs about the uselessness of certain emotions, and higher

scores on the controllability subscale mean stronger beliefs about

the uncontrollability of emotions. The internal validity of the

questionnaire was satisfying with Cronbach’s α of 0.87.
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EMA measures
TUT intensity and characteristics—control and valence

TUT evaluation was adapted from Kornacka et al. (51).

Participants were asked three questions assessing the task-unrelated

character of their thoughts: “Just before the bip, (1) to what extent

you were focused on your current main task” (not at all–totally); (2)

“you had control over your thoughts” (not at all–totally); and (3)

“what was the valence of your thoughts” (negative–positive). They

provided answers on a visual analog scale (VAS) from 0 to 100.

Context–task characteristics

Task characteristic evaluation was adapted from Granholm

et al. (52). Participants were asked to characterize their ongoing

task by answering the following questions: “To what extent

the task you are currently performing is”: (1) difficult; (2)

interesting; and (3) pleasant. They provided answers on the VAS

from 0—not at all, to 100—totally. Those questions evaluate the

main task characteristics that might be crucial in the context

of TUT according to the theoretical context of the present

study. Evaluating task characteristics instead of the ongoing

task type (e.g., leisure, work, family time, as in some of

the previous studies) seems to be important, particularly in

the context of exploring TUT using EMA—in the ecological

condition, the same/similar task but performed in the other

context or by another individual might have different subjective

valence and difficulty. Thus, the task type seems to be less

informative, and evaluating task characteristics directly seems to be

more relevant.

Mood

Mood evaluation was adapted from Pe et al. (53). Participants

were asked to evaluate on the VAS scale from 0 (not at all) to 100

(totally) to what extent they felt happy, interested, anxious, sad,

or angry.

Procedure

Participants were recruited online through social media. They

were informed that they would take part in a daily sampling study

on daydreaming. They expressed informed consent and filled in

online trait questionnaires on day 1.1 They were contacted by an

experimenter, and the daily sampling procedure was explained. All

the EMA data were collected through the MovisensXS application

installed on participants’ personal mobile phones. On days 2–6,

participants responded to five signals a day randomly sent in daily

activity slots (from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.). Theminimal interval between

the signals was set up to 60min. The study was run fully remotely,

without any financial gratification for the participants, and was

approved by a local ethics committee (WKEB69/03/2021).

1 A total of 10 participants who did not fully complete the trait-level

evaluation on day 1 were contacted after the end of the experience sampling

part of the study and completed the questionnaires at that time.

Statistical analysis plan

The interval-contingent data collected in the present study

should be analyzed with multilevel random coefficient modeling.

Each momentary entry will be nested within each individual. In

order to examine whether subjective control over one’s thoughts

and task valence moderate the link between task difficulty and

TUT intensity, and to further explore the moderating role of trait

daydreaming tendency and metacognitive beliefs on emotion, we

usedmultilevel models analyses, computed in R [version 4.2.1; (54)]

with the “lme4” package [version 1.1-30; (55)].

Task characteristics (difficulty, valence) and TUT

characteristics (subjective level of control over them) were

treated as level 1 predictors and nested in participants (level 2).

Trait-level variables measured with Daydreaming Frequency

Scale, Emotional Beliefs Questionnaire, and PTQ were entered

separately into the model described earlier as level 2 predictors.

Before entering the analyses, all level 1 variables were group

mean-centered and level 2 variables were grand mean-centered.

The descriptive statistics and correlations for the level 1 and 2

variables are presented in Table 1.

A likelihood-ratio test was used to compare all the multilevel

models tested. A deviance drop comparison to an unconditional

model was also computed. The unconditional model (with no

predictors) for TUT intensity as an outcome variable is presented

as follows:

TUT intensityij = γ00 + u0j + rij.

The multicollinearity of variables included in all models

presented in the following section was tested by computing

variance inflation factors (VIFs). As the VIF values never exceeded

2.5, no multicollinearity has been detected (56, 57).

Results

Testing the context regulation hypothesis

First, we tested how task difficulty and thought control and

their interaction predict TUT intensity using the model specified

as follows:

TUT intensityij = γ00 + u0j + β1j(Task difficultyij)+β2j(Thought

controlij)+ β3j(Thought controlij × Task difficultyij)+ rij

β1j = γ10 + u1j

β2j = γ20 + u2j

β3j = γ30 + u3j.

The results suggest that both task difficulty and thought control

are statistically significant predictors of TUT intensity. As we

anticipated on the basis of the context regulation hypothesis, a rise

in both task difficulty and thought control was related to the decline

of TUT intensity (see Model 1 in Table 2).

The interaction turned out to be also significant (refer to

Model 1 in Table 2), with a steeper slope (Coeff = −0.22, t =

4.88, p < 0.001) for low thought control than for high thought
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TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics and correlations of level 1 and 2 variables.

Level 1 variables (N = 49)

Descriptive statistics Correlations

Variable Mean SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

1. TUT intensity 32.77 32.85 -

2. Thought control 69.42 28.09 −0.66∗∗∗ -

3. TUT valence 71.75 26.27 −0.33∗∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗ -

4. Task difficulty 26.15 29.32 0.25∗∗∗ 0.20∗∗∗ −0.14∗∗∗ -

5. Task interest 59.38 32.27 −0.41∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.37∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ –

6. Task valence 67.87 26.78 −0.23∗∗∗ 0.24∗∗∗ 0.53∗∗∗ −0.24∗∗∗ 0.57∗∗∗

Level 2 variables (N = 49)

Mean SD 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

7. DDFS 38.51 9.26 -

8. PTQ 44.39 10.21 0.32∗ -

9. EBQ total score 31.32 11.97 0.10 −0.05 -

10. EBQ negative controllability 9.02 3.96 0.17 0.12 0.81∗∗∗ -

11. EBQ positive controllability 9.77 5.09 0.09 −0.06 0.80∗∗∗ 0.70∗∗∗ -

12. EBQ negative usefulness 7.81 4.72 −0.05 −0.13 0.71∗∗∗ 0.23 0.30∗ -

13. EBQ positive usefulness 4.87 2.30 0.06 −0.03 0.59∗∗∗ 0.38∗∗ 0.12 0.57∗∗∗

DDFS—Daydreaming Frequency Scale, PTQ—Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire, EBQ—Emotional Beliefs Questionnaire. Correlations for level 1 variables were computed using the

repeated measures correlation method. ∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

TABLE 2 Testing level 1 predictors and their interactions link to momentary TUT intensity.

Coe� SE t-value

Model 1—Task di�culty and thought control interaction

Task difficulty −0.15 0.03 5.03∗∗∗

Thought control −0.79 0.03 23.47∗∗∗

Task difficulty x thought control 0.003 0.001 2.02∗

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 488.1

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 2—Task di�culty and task valence interaction

Task difficulty −0.36 0.04 9.85∗∗∗

Task valence −0.39 0.04 9.59∗∗∗

Task difficulty x task valence 0.004 0.001 2.97∗∗

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 146.2

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

control (Coeff = −0.08, t = 2.17, p < 0.05), suggesting that

the link between TUT intensity and task difficulty is stronger in

situations where a participant has less control over thoughts (refer

to Figure 1). Although this result might seem surprising, the data

suggest that participants with lower control over their thoughts

have significantly higher levels of TUT compared to participants

with better control over their thoughts. Difficult task causes a drop

in the TUT level, and this drop is larger for participants with a lower

level of control over their TUT; however, their level of TUT still

remains significantly higher compared to participants with good

control over their thoughts (refer to Figure 1).

Testing the avoidant alternative hypothesis
of TUT occurrence

To test how task difficulty and task valence along with their

interaction predict momentary TUT intensity, we used the model

specified as follows:

TUTintensityij = γ00 + u0j + β1j(Task difficultyij) +

β2j(Task valenceij)+ β3j(Task difficultyij × Task valenceij)+ rij
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FIGURE 1

Level 1 interaction between thought control and task di�culty on task-unrelated thoughts (TUT) level. The interaction was visualized by computing
slopes for high (mean +1SD) and low (mean-1SD) levels of predictor and moderator. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001.

β1j = γ10 + u1j

β2j = γ20 + u2j

β3j = γ30 + u3j.

The results (Model 2 in Table 2) suggest that both task

difficulty and task valence are statistically significant predictors

of TUT intensity. A rise in task difficulty and a more

positive valence of the task were both related to a decline in

TUT intensity.

We tested the same predictors with an added interaction term

(task difficulty x task valence). The interaction turned out to be

significant (refer to Model 2 in Table 2), with a steeper slope (Coeff

= –0.48, t = 9.60, p < 0.001) for negative valence than for positive

task valence (Coeff = −0.28, t = 5.28, p < 0.001), suggesting that

the link between TUT intensity and task difficulty is stronger for

less positive tasks; however, the TUT level remains significantly

higher when the task is unpleasant for both easy and difficult tasks

(refer to Figure 2).

Trait characteristics as moderators of level
1 interactions

We then tested how trait characteristics moderate the

aforementioned models. To do this, we incorporated the trait

measures separately into Models 1 and 2 as level 2 predictors. In

each of the models presented in the following equation, a single

level 2 variable was added to the model, as in Model 1a presented in

the following equation:

TUTintensityij = γ00 + u0j + β1j(Task difficultyij) +

β2j(Task valenceij)+ β3j(Task difficultyij

× Task valenceij × DDFSij)+ rij

β1j = γ10 + u1j

β2j = γ20 + u2j

β3j = γ30 + u3j.
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FIGURE 2

Level 1 interaction between task valence and task di�culty on task-unrelated thoughts (TUT) level. The interaction was visualized by computing
slopes for high (mean +1SD) and low (mean-1SD) levels of predictor and moderator. ***p < 0.001.

First, we constructed the models testing the moderation of

the task difficulty x thought control interaction by trait-level

characteristics. Only the DDFS score seems to moderate the level

1 interaction between thought control and task difficulty (refer to

Model 1a in Table 3). It seems that TUT level decreases during

difficult tasks compared to the easier ones but only for participants

with a low level of thought control and a low level of trait

tendency to daydream. This effect predicted by the context control

hypothesis is not observed in frequent daydreamers (refer to

Figure 3). Neither EBQ total score nor EBQ subscales or PTQ score

turned out to be significant moderators of the interaction slope

(refer to Models 1b−1e in Table 3).

Then, we constructed the models testing the moderation

of the task difficulty x task valence interaction by trait-level

characteristics. DDFS score significantly moderates the task

difficulty x task valence interaction (refer to Model 2a in Table 4).

The results suggest that the interaction between task difficulty and

task valence can be stronger for people with higher levels of a trait

tendency to daydream (refer to Figure 4).

The total score of EBQ does not moderate the analyzed

interaction (refer to Model 2b in Table 4); however, the negative

controllability scale score of EBQ turned out to be a significant

moderator of it (refer toModel 2c). The results suggest that stronger

metacognitive beliefs about the uncontrollability of negative

emotions can be associated with a stronger interaction between task

difficulty and task valence (refer to Figure 5).

Discussion

The main aim of the present study was to test whether

avoidance mechanisms can be an alternative explanation to self-

control failure for the high level of maladaptive task-unrelated

thoughts (i.e., task-unrelated thought occurring when the ongoing
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TABLE 3 Testing level 2 variables as moderators of level 1 interactions in Model 1.

Models based on Model 1

Coe� SE t-ratio

Model 1a—DDFS score as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty 0.01 0.003 1.72

Thought control −0.01 0.004 1.98∗

Task difficulty x thought control −0.0003 0.0001 2.08∗

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 497.93

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 1b—EBQ score as level 2 moderator

Task difficuly −0.003 0.003 1.01

Thought control 0.005 0.003 1.47

Task difficulty x thought control 0.0001 0.0001 0.94

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 493.22

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 1c—EBQ negative controllability score as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty −0.01 0.01 1.31

Thought control 0.003 0.01 0.41

Task difficulty x thought control 0.0002 0.0003 0.54

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 493.88

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 1d—EBQ negative usefulness scale as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty 0.0008 0.01 0.11

Thought control 0.02 0.01 2.46∗

Task difficulty x thought control −0.0001 0.0004 0.22

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 494.5

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 1e - PTQ score as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty 0.0001 0.003 0.31

Thought control −0.01 0.004 1.36

Task difficulty x thought control 0.0001 0.0001 0.44

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 497.74

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

TUT intensity is the outcome in all of the models.

DDFS—Daydreaming Frequency Scale, PTQ—Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire, EBQ—Emotional Beliefs Questionnaire.
∗p < 0.05.

task is difficult and one should fully focus on it). To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first attempt of testing this hypothesis in a

quantitative, experience sampling study. Determining the precise

mechanisms of maladaptive TUT occurrence and maintenance

seems to be crucial from the clinical perspective, as the literature

suggests clearly that in spite of its numerous adaptive functions

[e.g., (5–8)], TUT might also have maladaptive consequences,

from impairing cognitive performance to emotion deregulation

and increased risk of psychological disorders (7, 9, 11, 58). One of

the hypotheses linking the contextual factors to TUT occurrence

is the context regulation hypothesis (2), suggesting that a high

level of TUT while performing cognitively demanding tasks might

be due to self-control failure and the impossibility to inhibit

off-task thinking. However, some empirical studies did not find

support for this hypothesis suggesting that, in spite of good

executive resources, participants can experience a high level of

TUT during difficult tasks (21). An alternative hypothesis to

explain the high level of TUT while performing a cognitively

demanding task is TUT being an avoidance of a current difficult

experience, but this hypothesis, in spite of a good theoretical
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FIGURE 3

Daydreaming Frequency Scale (DDFS) moderating level 1 interaction between thought control and task di�culty on task-unrelated thoughts (TUT)
level. The data for the moderation model were visualized by computing slopes for high (mean +1SD) and low (mean-1SD) levels of each predictor
and moderator. NS—not significant; ***p < 0.001.

founding [e.g., (59)], was only tested in qualitative studies (12,

15). The results of our study shed some new light on both

potential mechanisms.

First, from the perspective of the context regulation hypothesis,

we showed that both task difficulty and one’s control over the

thoughts significantly decrease the TUT level in participants’

daily life. Moreover, the interaction between task difficulty and

control over one’s thoughts was a significant predictor of TUT

level. It seems that in general, participants with lower subjective

control of thoughts present a higher level of TUT. In spite

of the fact that when they are performing a difficult task, the

level of TUT decreases more in those participants compared to

participants with a higher level of thought control, the level of TUT

in participants with low control remains, however, significantly

higher in general. Thus, it seems that participants with better

subjective control over their thoughts can better manage TUT

during a cognitively demanding task. These results complete the

results of previous laboratory studies [e.g., (13, 14)] by testing

the relation between task difficulty and control over thoughts in

ecological settings. Although the impact of executive functions

measured in the laboratory on experience sampling measures of

TUT was previously shown by Marcusson-Clavertz et al. (19),

to the best of our knowledge, only one study measured both

task difficulty and thought control in participants’ daily life and

found an interaction between those factors in their impact on

TUT level (51). However, those results are still limited by the

fact that one’s control over thoughts was only measured through

self-reported assessment.

A similar pattern of results was found for the model testing

the avoidant alternative mechanisms of TUT. Once again, it seems

that participants report a higher level of TUT when the task

is easy compared to a difficult one. Moreover, the TUT level

is generally higher when participants are performing unpleasant

tasks. Although the TUT level drops for both pleasant and

unpleasant difficult tasks, the TUT level for difficult unpleasant

tasks remains significantly higher compared to the pleasant ones.

Thus, task valence can also play a key role in the TUT occurrence,

suggesting that TUT can be used as an escape from unpleasant,
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TABLE 4 Testing level 2 variables as moderators of level 1 interactions in Model 2. TUT intensity is the outcome in all of the models.

Models based on model 2

Coe� SE t-ratio

Model 2a—DDFS score as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty −0.005 0.004 1.30

Task valence −0.02 0.0004 5.78∗∗∗

Task difficulty x task valence 0.0003 0.0001 2.06∗

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 185.73

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 2b—EBQ score as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty −0.01 0.003 2.36∗

Task valence −0.04 0.004 1.01

Task difficulty x task valence 0.0001 0.0001 1.03

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 152.91

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 2c—EBQ negative controllability score as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty −0.03 0.01 3.37∗∗

Task valence −0.02 0.01 1.87

Task difficulty x task valence 0.0007 0.0003 2.05∗

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 165.97

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 2d—EBQ negative usefulness score as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty 0.006 0.01 0.76

Task valence −0.01 0.01 1.05

Task difficulty x task valence −0.0001 0.0004 0.25

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 148.19

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

Model 2e—PTQ score as level 2 moderator

Task difficulty −0.006 0.004 1.66

Task valence −0.007 0.004 1.59

Task difficulty x task valence −0.0001 0.0001 0.69

Deviance drop compared to unconditional model 160.08

Significance of likelihood ratio test p < 0.001

DDFS—Daydreaming Frequency Scale, PTQ—Perseverative Thinking Questionnaire, EBQ—Emotional Beliefs Questionnaire.
∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

difficult tasks, corroborating the results of previous studies showing

that TUT might be triggered by negative affect [e.g., (30)].

It is also interesting to note that not only the trait tendency

to use daydreaming might moderate the link between task valence

and task difficulty on their impact on momentary TUT level

but also the role of a trait moderator might be affected by

one’s beliefs on emotion and particularly on the possibility of

controlling one’s negative emotions. Surprisingly, those beliefs

affect particularly TUT levels while performing unpleasant but easy

tasks. The involvement of beliefs on emotion in the occurrence and

maintenance of off-task thinking serving as an avoidance strategy

is particularly important, as previous studies showed that beliefs on

uncontrollability and lack of usefulness of emotions might lead to

greater use of avoidance strategies (60).

Although the present study is the first to empirically test the

avoidance hypothesis through the daily sampling method and

shows that task valence and participants’ beliefs on emotion play

a significant role in TUT maintenance and its adaptive feature,

some important questions remain unanswered and need to be

addressed in the further studies. First, in the experience sampling

methods, it is difficult to test simultaneously and detangle the effect

of task valence and TUT on participants’ affect, as affect and task
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FIGURE 4

Daydreaming Frequency Scale (DDFS) moderating level 1 interaction between task valence and task di�culty on task-unrelated thoughts (TUT) level.
The data for the moderation model were visualized by computing slopes for high (mean +1SD) and low (mean-1SD) levels of each predictor and
moderator. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

valence are closely correlated—in the present study the correlation

coefficients between affect variables (“happy,” “interested,” “sad,”

“angry,” and “anxious”) and task valence had absolute values

ranging from 0.30 to 0.61 (p < 0.001 for all). One of the possible

solutions is to test the effect of TUT as avoidant behavior on lagged

affect; however, as suggested by the theoretical models of anxiety

disorders, it is possible that TUT as an avoidant emotion regulation

strategy might have a paradoxical effect of increasing negative affect

in the next measure point (59). Thus, it seems necessary to design

an experimental study and control for the task valence.

Second, in the experience sampling part of the present study, we

purposefully asked the questions about activity/task characteristics

and not the particular task participants were exercising at the given

moment. According to our hypothesis and previous studies [e.g.,

(51)], it is not the task type itself but the task characteristics that

seem to be crucial in TUT occurrence. This differentiation between

activity type and characteristics might be important particularly

in the context of ecological assessment—the same/similar task

but performed in the other context or by another individual

might have different subjective valence and difficulty. However, this

methodological decision found on theoretical reasons might be an

additional source of variance in the present study as we were not

able to control the type of activity participants were performing at

the time of sampling. This issue also stresses that in order to fully

test the avoidant alternative hypothesis of TUT, it is necessary to

merge both experience sampling and controlled laboratory studies.

Third, future studies may go beyond the self-reported

assessment of the control over one’s thoughts to merge

experience sampling methods with an objective measure

of cognitive control through tasks measuring executive

functions. Finally, further studies may test whether and

how both hypotheses of TUT occurrence—the context

regulation and avoidant alternative, might be related to

each other.
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FIGURE 5

Emotion Beliefs Questionnaire (EBQ)—negative emotions controllability moderating level 1 interaction between thought control and task di�culty
on task-unrelated thoughts (TUT) level. The data for the moderation model were visualized by computing slopes for high (mean +1SD) and low
(mean-1SD) levels of each predictor and moderator. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

In addition, it is necessary to underline that the results of

the present study should be treated as preliminary. First, the

sample size is relatively low (49 participants in the final analysis).

Moreover, the study was run fully online and without paying the

participants resulting in a considerable dropout between the trait

and experience sampling part of the study (10 participants). In total,

13 participants needed to be excluded due to a low compliance

rate in experience sampling [lower than 30%; (40–43)]. Second,

although we tested some potential trait-level moderators of the

presented models (the ones classically used in TUT studies—like

propensity to daydream or use repetitive negative thinking and

the one linked directly to the avoidant alternative hypothesis—

beliefs on emotions), it seems important to note that also other

personality level variables are suggested by the literature to affect

the level of TUT [e.g., neuroticism, (13)] and should be included in

further studies.

In spite of those shortcomings and the general difficulty to

assess avoidance outside the lab, we believe that studying TUT

function is crucial from the clinical perspective. First, studies

testing avoidance in anxiety disorders bring some evidence that

this mechanism might be a key element in the maintenance

of psychopathology (35). Second, there is an ongoing debate

about whether we should consider maladaptive daydreaming as

a psychological disorder or a potential transdiagnostic risk factor

(11). Thus, it seems crucial to understand not only whatmechanism

is responsible for the occurrence of maladaptive TUT but also what

mechanism(s) should be taken into account and addressed during

the therapeutic process. According to the results of our study, while

addressing maladaptive TUT both in research and clinical settings,

one should not only focus on the contextual factors like task

difficulty and patients’ executive functioning but also mechanisms

linked to emotion regulation like experiential avoidance and

metacognitive beliefs on emotion. Although more research is

needed to support the mechanism of avoidance in TUT and to

explore the role of beliefs on emotions, we believe this study is

one of the first important indicators bringing preliminary empirical

evidence that these factors might matter in the maladaptive task-

unrelated thoughts.
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